Abstract-This research investigates the problem of minimizing setup costs in resequencing jobs having first-in, first-out (FIFO) constraints conveyorized production or assembly systems. Sequence changing at conveyor junctions (with or without off-line buffers) in these systems is limited due to FIFO restriction. We first define the general problem of resequencing jobs to workstations satisfying precedence relationships between jobs (generalized sequential ordering problem, GSOP). Then we limit our scope to FIFO precedence relationships which is the conveyor selection problem at a diverging junction (diverging sequential ordering problem, DSOP), modeling it as a 0-1 integer program. With load balancing constraints removed, we show that the problem can be modeled as an assignment problem. We also define buffered sequential ordering problem (DSOP) as resequencing problem at a junction point of an off-line buffer, modeling it as a mixed integer program and propose a simple rule-based heuristic. Finally, we discuss the case study which motivated this research, details of the discrete event simulation model we developed, and numerical results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Information technology and computerized automation have greatly improved flexibility in modem manufacturing. Today, many high-volume production systems may appear to be old fashioned transfer lines but in fact are highly flexible, producing a large family ofproducts such as electronics, automobiles, and other consumer goods. One objective of striving for flexibility is to reduce the setup or changeover cost, or time to respond to the increasing diversity of customer demands. However, even the most flexible systems may incur some setups which can be minimized by changing item sequence.
Conveyors are the most popular material transfer mechanism in high-volume production. Conveyors can transfer large amounts of material with simple motion control and provide buffer space. However, a conveyor segment is constrained to operate in a frrst-in-frrst-out (FIFO) principle. The sequence of items on a conveyor segment is fixed. Changing sequence requires mechanisms such as bypass, transfer, merge, diverge, spur, automated storage and retrieval system (AS/RS), or off-line buffers (a conveyor itself is considered as an in-line buffer). Each mechanism has its own merits and limitations. The use of mechanisms dedicated to sequence change costs money and takes up floor space, especially when transporting large items, making it important to minimize their use if possible.
Different configurations of multiple upstream conveyors and/or multiple downstream conveyors with or without off-line buffers are commonly observed in many plants. Those conveyor junctions and off-line buffers can be used to change the item sequences. Therefore, in sequence change, using existing junctions with or without off-line buffers is preferred to adding special mechanisms in terms of investment cost and sometimes floor space usage.
The remaining portion of this paper is organized as follows. After the literature review in section II, we discuss mathematical models for a junction with or without an off-line buffer in section III , IV, and V. Then we discuss the case study and the associated discrete event simulation model in section VI. Finally we summarize the results and contributions in section VII.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Because of the long history of automotive manufacturing as well as the economic importance of the sequential ordering / attribute batching process, studies on attribute batching was conducted by many researchers on various aspects.
If a line storage system (called selectivity bank) merges to a downstream conveyor containing paint workstation, the job selection problem for any given state of the selectivity bank is modeled as a sequential ordering problem (SOP (q,j) , (q', q) , (i,j) respectively, where i,jE Yand q, q'EZ. Arc (i, j) in X is associated with CijE~representing the setup cost related with the end ofjob (item such as car) i and the beginning ofjobj. Setup cost is assumed to occur only when the attributes (such as colors in case of cars) of two consecutive jobs processed by a workstation are different. Arc (q, j) in V is associated with~Em representing the setup cost related with workstation q itself, while no cost is associated with any arc in U and W. Note that this association can be reversed, i.e, if arc (i, q) in U is associated with cost~, then arc (q, j) in V is associated with zero cost. Precedence constraints are given by an additional acyclic digraph G'=(y, P), pc {(i,j) I i,jE Y}. An arc (i,j)EP if i has to precedej in any feasible solution. P has the transitive property (Le. if (i, j) 
With the above defmitions, we can defme generalized SOP (GSOP) as the problem of fmding a job sequence for each workstation in G that minimizes total setup cost(= Cij +~) subject to precedence constraints P, assuming that no job is excluded in the sequence. As a network problem, GSOP is the problem of fmding mutually exclusive directed cycles 8], ... , 8 m covering all nodes in graph G (Le. 8 1 U ... U s;= YUZ, 8 q n 8 q , = {d»}, 1~q, q'~m~Q) with minimal cost in Gunder precedence constraints P. SOP is a special case ofGSOP where IZI = 1 and W = {cp}. Then SOP is equivalent to the problem of finding a feasible Hamiltonian cycle with minimal cost in G under precedence constraints P. SOP can also be categorized as a general case ofthe asymmetric traveling salesman problem [7] . Job selection problem from multiple lanes at a selectivity bank to a conveyor is one special case of SOP. DSOP, which is the subject is this paper, is defmed as another special case of GSOP where P' = {(i,j) I i <j, (i,j) EX}. Note that P' is for the situation where FIFO precedence relationship holds for every job. In the real world, DSOP is observed when a single conveyor distributes jobs into multiple conveyors at a junction point. Figure Figure 1 illustrates a feasible solution to a DSOP instance where Y= {I, ... , 5}, Z= {a, b}, P' = {(I, 2), (1, 3), (1,4), (1, 5), (2, 3), (2,4), (2, 5), (3, 4), (3, 5), (4, 5)}.
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found that some parameters in each algorithm could be removed since they are very insensitive to the objective function value. All the above approaches use artificial intelligence (AI) techniques to tackle the constrained sequencing problem. These AI approaches are easy to implement and robust to system disruptions such as paint booth breakdowns. Reference [10] proposed the use of temporary re-sequencing, facilitated by an AS/RS. The AS/RS acts as a random access off-line buffer that can store jobs before and after painting. The order for painting jobs can be perturbed using this buffer to create larger paint blocks and then to restore the original sequence after painting. Reference [11] examined the effect of forming large attribute blocks at an automotive assembly plant. Using discrete event simulation, he showed that a simple block protection rule can significantly reduce setup cost when it is coupled with pre-and post-sequencing using a fully flexible AS/RS.
However, optimality is not guaranteed in any AI or simulation approaches discussed above In optimization modeling approaches, Reference [12] was the first to model the constrained sequencing problem as an optimization problem and to get a upper bound. They used an AS/RS to increase the size of attribute blocks while maintaining a workload-balanced vehicle sequence. More specifically, the problem is how to perturb the original job flow around the vehicle painting station to reduce attribute setup with a constraint of not violating maximum allowable deviation from the original sequence. They modeled the problem as a traveling salesman problem with time windows, and succeeded in reducing the model to a manageable size and getting very tight bounds -empirically within 2.5% of optimality -by exploiting the special problem structure. They also discussed various relaxations of the problems for getting a near-optimal solution within a reasonable time. However, in many such systems, there is no AS/RS.
The use ofjunctions in conveyor systems is also applicable in other conveyorized production systems such as surface mount technology (SMT) lines. Reference [13] studied the use of a by-pass junction to improve productivity in an SMT line.
The setup reduction problem with constrained sequencing also occurs in rail classification yards-see [14] , [15], and [16] . However, the number of setups is equal to the number of re-humping to achieve the predefmed sequence. The sequence-dependent setup problem has been addressed in the scheduling and mixed assembly line literature. However, they assume that jobs are not constrained by the sequence change mechanism.
The problem discussed in this paper is different from other approaches as follows. 1. SOP models a converging junction while we model a diverging junction. 2. Resequencing using a converging junction is restricted by precedence constraints while resequencing using an AS/RS does not. 3. Our model incorporates real-world situations such as line balancing and off-line buffer simultaneously. To distinguish SOP from our model, we denote our problem as diverging sequential ordering problem (DSOP) thereafter. Each job is either assigned a successor or the last job of a workstation by (2) while each job is either assi~ed a predecessor or the first job of a workstatoin by (3). P limits index i to be smaller thanj in (2) and (3). Constraints (4) forces that each workstation is assigned either one first job or none. Similarly, (5) forces that each workstation is assigned either one last job or none. Note that ifujq' = Wq'q = l,jobj is the last job of workstation q, not q'. Constraint (6) is the line balancing constraint forcing that no more than A q consecutive jobs are assigned to workstation q.
In general, DSOP is NP hard. Computational effort is particularly a concern because decisions must be made under tight constraints (Le. until the arrival ofthe next job at the end of an upstream conveyor). We propose two approaches for getting the solution efficiently. First, we show that DSOP without (6) can be modeled as an assignment problem in section 4. Second, we propose a branch and bound procedure exploiting the special problem structure. Vi because line balancing constraint needs to be explicitly addressed if the workstation capacity is limited. However, as was the case discussed in section VI, if the processing rate for each workstation is so large that all jobs in any arbitarily long job sequence can be assigned to any specific workstaiton, (6) may be removed. If (6) is removed, (7) can be removed also because of total unimodularity. The resulting linear program (LP) formulation becomes an assignment problem formulation which is solved optimally in O(N 3 ) by Hungarian method. Modeling DSOP as an assignment problem has two advantages -applicability to on-line decision making situations and no need for extra hardware. Usually DSOP needs to be solved within a minute because in most manufacturing environments a job exits the upstream conveyor within every minute. Additionally, in most cases, conveyor systems in industrial environments are controlled by programmable logic controllers (PLCs) which have limited memory, usually a few megabytes, and CPU power. Since Hungarian method is light enough to be implemented on a PLC, it is a cheaper solution compared to other MIP-based or LP-based algorithms requiring an external system-where the MIP/LP solver is loaded-and a network module connecting the external system and the PLC.
V. BUFFERED SEQUENTIAL ORDERING PROBLEM
As another special case of asop, we defme buffered sequential ordering problem (BSOP) as a decision making problem at a junction with one upstream conveyor, one downstream conveyor, and one off-line random access buffer with capacity B between them. When a job arrives at the junction and if the buffer is not full, it can either bypass or visit the off-line buffer. Any job in the off-line buffer can be released to a downstream conveyor when available. The buffering and reentrance allow the sequence change for setup reduction. We defme new notations and redefme the decision variable x as follows: 
1)
Case Study DSOP and BSOP were motivated by a project with an automotive assembly plant. The initial objective of the project was to reduce the total setup costs via changing the control logic in PLC at diverging and converging points of the conveyor system. Such changes would require little interruption in production and is relatively inexpensive compared to other alternatives using dedicated equipment for sequence change. We analyzed the system and built a detailed discrete event simulation model. Then we developed new control logic and compared it with the existing one using the simulation model.
Automotive assembly is complex, involving many steps of Constraints (9) and (10) 
(10) (11) (12) (13) (14) processes and assembly. Painting is one ofthe major processes. The dealer orders normally consist of cars with different colors. Frequent color change is unavoidable ifthe dealer orders are not separated far apart. However, color changes result in wasted paint, solvent (for removing residual paint from paint gun nozzles and connecting hoses), and time. Moreover, the solvent as well as the paint usually contain pollutants such as volatile organic compounds. There have been several approaches to deal with this problem. One approach is to batch cars with the same colors. This approach requires excessive storage space and equipment and as well as causes higher WIP. Another approach is to design the system with reduced cost/time in color change. The plant in the case study adopted the second approach. The system nearly eliminated extra setup time. However, color change still results in some wasted paint and solvent.
The paint shop consists of a few phases. Vehicles enter the first phase as solid sheet metal bodies (body-in-white) that are fed from the body shop and exit the last phase painted (at several paint booths) and burnt (at a few ovens). The main processes include prime spray, prime oven, dry sand, enamel spray, and enamel oven. The bodies move through these processes on conveyors. The system has 10 diverging conveyor junctions and converging junctions in front of the prime ovens, the prime storage area and the enamel spray booths. It also has one FIFO off-line buffer in front of the paint booth.
The conveyor system in the paint shop is controlled by 20 PLCs, each managing one control point in the system. The PLCs are linked via I/Os and sensors and actuators located nearby. There is no data communication among the PLCs. The decision lag at each control point must be shorter than the control cycle time, which is a half minute. Furthermore, the logic in the PLC is implemented as ladder diagrams. Ladder diagram is convenient for logical operation but limited in computation, data handling, and communications. Therefore, implementing an optimization algorithm requires additional hardware and interface, resulting in not being considered in the initial phase because of the associated investment cost. Reference [17] descirbes the details of the case study.
2) Discrete-Event Simulation Model Simulation can accommodate much more realistic situations than that is possible with analytical models, such as time delays, control logic, parallel processing, shared resources, and variety ofprobability distributions to simulate randomness in the entire system.
To build the simulation model, we needed information on conveyor configuration, incoming car sequence, processing time on each workstation, existing control logic and transfer times. The AutoCAD file for conveyor configuration was linked to the simulation model for dimensional accuracy. For car sequence information, we manually collected the attribute sequence data for 4,897 cars -equivalent to 82 hours of production volume. The color frequency distribution of the manually collected data matched historical data stored in the database statistically. We then created pseudo random sequences based on the color distribution and used them in the simulation model. All other information, including data on conveyor speed and processing time for each workstation, was derived from the plant database. However, we note that the simulation model shows that the number ofreduced color setups is slightly higher on manually collected sequence data. It is suspected that such differences is due to the fact that the pseudo random sequence is independent and identically distributed while the actual sequence manually collected data was not.
We used AutoMod platform mainly because of its 3D animation capability, convenience for manufacturing processes and support for customizable control logic in junction points. AutoMod provides embedded programming languages for various functions but we found it difficult to connect to general-purpose programming languages such as Java or C/C++. Figure Figure 2 shows a screen shot of the simulation model. The diverging control point before the enamel ovens was first used for this case study. We first developed a heuristic algorithm for the diverging conveyor junction and evaluated it using the simulation model. The existing algorithm in the PLC can be described as follows. step_I. Find L, the set of the last cars sent to each of the downstream conveyors. step_2. Find the color of the car at the exit of U. step_3. If a car with the same color is found in L, send the current car to that downstream conveyor and go to step_5. step_4. If no car with the same color is found in L, send the current car to a downstream conveyor containing the minimum number of cars. step_5. Go to step_l if there is any car in U.
We propose revising the current heuristic algorithm as follows: step_I. Find L, the set of last cars sent to each of the downstream conveyors and L2, the set ofsecond to last cars sent to each downstream conveyor. step_2. Find the color ofthe car at the exit of U. step_3. If a car with the same color is found in L, send the current job to that downstream conveyor and go to step_6. step_4. Ifno car with the same color is found in L, search L2 for the same color. step_5. If a car with the same color is found in L2, send the current car to a downstream conveyor containing the minimum number of cars, as long as this conveyor is the conveyor associated with the car found in L2. step_6. Go to step_l if there is any car in U. Figure Figure 3 shows the number of setups in the incoming conveyor among the currently used algorithm, our proposed rule-based heuristic algorithm, and the optimum solution obtained by solving the mathematical model for the field data of 4,897 jobs with a total of 9 attributes using with 2 through 10 downstream conveyors. The results show that the existing algorithm reduced the setup by 12%, the revised algorithm by 20% and the optimization model by 31%. Therefore, the revised algorithm is a good alternative to using the analytical model, especially when getting the optimal solution is not possible (in the case of using a PLC). In this paper, we defmed GSOP as the problem of fmding a job sequence for each workstation that minimizes total setup cost subject to the precedence constraints. As a special case of GSOP, DSOP was defmed for jobs transported by conveyors having FIFO discipline. Then we modeled DSOP as IP, proved that DSOP can be converted to assignment problem if a constraint can be relaxed. Then as another special case ofGSOP, BSOP was defmed for the case ofrandom access off-line buffer and modeled as MIP. The case study which motivated this research was discussed, the developed discrete event simulation model is explained in detail, and performance comparison among the current algorithm, the proposed revised algorithm, and the optimal solution from the proposed mathematical modeling has been conducted.
4) Performance Comparison
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